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Oxford Revise: Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Maths Higher Revision Workbook
Exam Board: EdexcelLevel: GCSESubject: MathsFirst Teaching: September 2015; First Exams: June 2017Get ready for the
2019 exams using Collins Edexcel GCSE Grade 9-1 Maths Foundation Practice Test Papers.Exam-style test papers provide
realistic practice to fully prepare for the GCSE 9-1 exam. The book containstwo full sets of up-to-date practice test papers
with answers included at the back.

REVISE Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Physical Education Practice Papers Plus
Brought to an American audience for the first time, How I Wish I'd Taught Maths is the story of an experienced and
successful math teacher's journey into the world of research, and how it has entirely transformed his classroom.

Origami
Geometry and Measures (For Papers 1, 2 and 3)
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Our brand-new resources are written specifically to tackle the demands of the GCSE (9-1) Maths. The Foundation Student
Book is now endorsed for use with the Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Mathematics specification.

New GCSE English Language AQA Complete Revision & Practice - For the Grade 9-1 Course
Exam Board: AQALevel: GCSESubject: ChemistryFirst Teaching: September 2016; First Exams: June 2018Get ready for the
2019 exams using Collins AQA GCSE Grade 9-1 Chemistry Higher Practice Test Papers.Exam-style test papers provide
realistic practice to fully prepare for the GCSE 9-1 exam. The book containstwo full sets of up-to-date practice test papers
with answers included at the back.

Key Maths GCSE
The Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Mathematics Purposeful Practice Book - Higher is a brand-new kind of practice book
incorporating minimal variation to bolster GCSE study in and out of the classroom. Engaging and purpose-led questions that
use cutting-edge approaches to help you build your skills, confidence and understanding, and get exam-ready. Encourages
progression for all with over 4,500 concise and varied questions that: · build in small steps to consolidate knowledge and
boost confidence · deepen understanding by helping you connect, reason and reflect on your learning · focus on specific
areas, such as strengthening problem-solving skills and strategies · help you put into practice what you've learned in
different ways. Targeted exam practice with questions modified from real GCSE (9-1) papers to help you start applying what
you've learned to what you might see in assessments. Includes exam feedback, with grade indicators informed by
ResultsPlus data to provide meaningful insight into the level of difficulty of each exam-style question. Developed with the
help of UK teachers so you can use the book flexibly alongside your current resources: in class, for homework, or
independent study.

Ks3 Science
Fold your own models of the Doctor, the TARDIS and monsters from all across time and space, with this brilliant Doctor Who
origami book. Follow the easy instructions to make a moving time rotor, a terrifying Weeping Angel, a brilliant bow tie, a
miniature K-9 and so much more. Containing 34 origami folding projects plus printed origami paper sheets, this is the ideal
creative title for any Doctor Who fan.

Bond 11+: Verbal Reasoning: Assessment Papers
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Test questions are provided for each chapter of this textbook, together with detailed mark schemes to make assessment
easy. Two versions of each question are provided. One allows pupils to write their answers in the spaces provided and the
other requires pupils to have separate writing paper. Questions can be grouped according to needs. Master grids are
provided to cut and paste tests together in a consistent format to use the resource in any order. Chapter tests can be
grouped to form a module test after chapters. End-of-chapter examinations can also be produced in this way. A free noncalculator supplement organized by unit/chapter is also included in this resource.

The Times Index
Practice makes perfect This Practice Book for GCSE 9-1 Geography examinations is designed to support you in the
development of good exam techniques, and provides a step-by-step guide through the new assessment specifications. With
loads of practice questions (and answers) for every topic, and written by experienced teachers and revision experts -you
can't go wrong! * Question styles similar to those you will meet in the exam * Work through lots of practice questions
written specifically for the new GCSE 9-1 course * Challenge yourself with questions designed to get you better grades *
Develop excellent exam technique with exam tips and support to help you when the going gets tough! Do it! Active practice
to help you retain key facts Nail it! Examiner tips to help you get better grades Work it! Exam questions broken down into
manageable steps The perfect companion GCSE 9-1 Geography Revision Guide * Active revision to help the knowledge sink
in * Make sure you really know and understand the key revision points * Free revision planner and revision cards to help
you revise on the go

REVISE Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Mathematics Foundation Practice Papers Plus
Revise GCSE Statistics Practice Papers Our revision resources are the smart choice for those revising for GCSE Statistics.
This book includes three Foundation and three Higher practice papers. *Prepare for your exam with practice papers suitable
for all exam boards *Practise for the real thing full-lengh exam-style papers *Perfect your understanding with full worked
solutions

Maths - Foundation
UK schools pay 50% of the RRP! Discount automatically applied when you order on your school account.Straightforward,
visual and accessible: Oxford Revise AQA GCSE Maths offers no-fuss Revision Guides and Workbooks. Every topic is covered
on a single page, providing a simple, pick-up-and-go solution. Perfect for GCSE Maths students everywhere.
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WJEC & EDUQAS GCSE Music Revision Guide
Bond Verbal Reasoning Assessment Papers for 6-7 years have been designed by Bond, the number 1 provider of 11+
practice materials. This book provides practice questions that begin to establish the core skills for success in verbal
reasoning.

Gcse Mathematics (9-1)
How to Revise for 11+
How I Wish I'd Taught Maths
Priced to meet both your budget and your students' - at only £2.49 (RRP £5.99) for a print copy. Each book contains three
complete sets of practice papers with full worked solutions and hints and notes on the marks allocated directly alongside
the relevant steps of the solution, so your students can make most sense of them and build their confidence. Designed to
survive the rigours of the classroom and home, all the papers are bound into a durable book. Accessible write-in format
allows students to take an active role in their revision. Get any print edition of the Practice Papers for the school price of
just £2.49 (RRP £5.99) when ordering online. That's a 50% discount on the retail price! Just quote 16REVCC when prompted
at the checkout.

Revise GCSE Physical Education
WJEC & EDUQAS GCSE Music Revision Guide: This revision guide will help you to prepare for the written exam
(Unit/Component 3) of the WJEC and Eduqas 9–1 specifications – Suitable for exams 2018 onwards. It includes the most
important facts about each of the prepared extracts, guidance on the required knowledge for each question of the exam,
practice questions for each area of study, tips on how to prepare for the exam and a glossary of musical terms

REVISE Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Mathematics Foundation Revision Workbook
New editions of the bestselling Revise GCSE Study Guides with a fresh new look and updated content in line with curriculum
changes. Revise GCSE contains everything students need to achieve the GCSE grade they want. Each title has been written
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by a GCSE examiner to help boost students' learning and focus their revision. Each title provides complete curriculum
coverage with clearly marked exam board labels so students can easily adapt the content to fit the course they are
studying. Revise GCSE is an ideal course companion throughout a student's GCSE study and acts as the ultimate Study
Guide throughout their revision.

Key Maths Gcse Higher Question Bank Edexcel
GCSE Biology Revision Guide (with online edition)

Maths for Mums and Dads
Our Revision Workbooks help students develop vital skills throughout their course in preparation for the exam.

Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Mathematics
This workbook is written in the style of the Edexcel GCSE Grades 9-1 1MA1 question types. They are arranged by topic so
study and revision are made much easier. Model answers showing working with explanations are available for purchase at
www.bland.in

Oxford Revise: AQA GCSE (9-1) Maths Higher Revision Workbook
Exam Board: Edexcel Level & Subject: GCSE Maths First teaching: September 2015 First exams: June 2017 Revise tricky
topics in a snap Collins Snap Revision helps you focus on the areas of your revision that you find tricky or need extra
practice in. Spaced practice opportunities allow you to test, revisit and review your understanding throughout your revision,
a method proven to improve your performance in the exam. * Focussed revision in tricky areas of the exam * Targeted
practice in specific areas where more support may be needed * Ideal to use at home

Revise Edexcel GCSE Statistics Practice Papers
GCSE Maths is Easy: the ultimate guide for anyone who finds mathematics challenging and for those wanting to pass GCSE
maths with ease. This exciting new guide is filled with fun and interesting facts for you to understand maths in a way that
makes it more compelling to learn, and more importantly, easier to understand! This book contains plenty of sample
questions to assist you through GCSE stage mathematics and it provides detailed step-by-step instructions to work out
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basic arithmetic. This maths book is like no other; it uses real life scenarios and interesting facts (such as sunken ships and
car rallies), to help build your mathematical skills and engage with numbers in a more fun and absorbing way. This book
includes everything you will need to know to understand the basics of any math problem including: fractions, ratios,
percentages, data interpretation, multiplications, long division, bearings, triangulation and many other mathematical
formulas ideal for all GCSE students. Written in conjunction with Qualified Maths Teachers and created by the UK s leading
recruitment experts; this comprehensive guide includes: A breakdown of each mathematical formula. Detailed instructions
of how to complete each question type. Lots of interesting facts that makes learning maths fun. Plenty of exercises for you
to work through. Memorable methods to ensure you get the correct answer every time. Insider GCSE tips and advice All of
the content within this guide will help you prepare for the GCSE maths syllabus and can be applied in your practice of past
papers for AQA, CCEA, Cambridge, Edexcel, iGCSE, OCR, Scottish and WJEC. This guide is perfect for those on GCSE maths
courses, those who want to know how to get a GSCE maths qualification, touch up on their mathematics and those who
want the ultimate revision aid.

The Mathematics of Love
Our revision resources are the smart choice for those revising forEdexcel GCSE (9-1) Mathematics.

Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Mathematics: Higher Student Book
Our brand-new resources are written specifically to tackle the demands of the GCSE (9-1) Maths.

Gcse Biology Revision Guide Higher
Test questions are provided for each chapter of this textbook, together with detailed mark schemes to make assessment
easy. Two versions of each question are provided. One allows pupils to write their answers in the spaces provided and the
other requires pupils to have separate writing paper. Questions can be grouped according to needs. Master grids are
provided to cut and paste tests together in a consistent format to use the resource in any order. Chapter tests can be
grouped to form a module test after chapters. End-of-chapter examinations can also be produced in this way. A free noncalculator supplement organized by unit/chapter is also included in this resource.

Geography Exam Practice Book for Edexcel B
KS3 Science Complete Study & Practice (with online edition)
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New Grade 9-1 GCSE Geography Edexcel A - Exam Practice Workbook
GCSE MATHS IS EASY
In a new edition, fully revised and updated to reflect key new curriculum topics and methods, Maths for Mums and Dads
guides you through the basics of primary school maths and covers the dilemmas and problems you are likely to be
confronted with, including: * number bonds, place value and decimals * long multiplication and division * fractions,
percentages and decimals * basic geometry, shapes, symmetry and angles * data-handling, combinations and chance
Complete with sample questions, mock exam papers and examples of children's errors, Maths for Mums and Dads will
challenge and reassure in equal measure.

Chemistry - Higher
A bright and flexible textbook for Edexcel's Level 1 Foundation Diploma in Information Technology, this full-colour
accessible Student Book is written for Level 1 learners, and covers all the Principal Learning for the Foundation Diploma in
Information Technology.

GCSE Mathematics for Edexcel Foundation Problem-solving Book
In this must-have for anyone who wants to better understand their love life, a mathematician pulls back the curtain and
reveals the hidden patterns—from dating sites to divorce, sex to marriage—behind the rituals of love. The roller coaster of
romance is hard to quantify; defining how lovers might feel from a set of simple equations is impossible. But that doesn’t
mean that mathematics isn’t a crucial tool for understanding love. Love, like most things in life, is full of patterns. And
mathematics is ultimately the study of patterns—from predicting the weather to the fluctuations of the stock market, the
movement of planets or the growth of cities. These patterns twist and turn and warp and evolve just as the rituals of love
do. In The Mathematics of Love, Dr. Hannah Fry takes the reader on a fascinating journey through the patterns that define
our love lives, applying mathematical formulas to the most common yet complex questions pertaining to love: What’s the
chance of finding love? What’s the probability that it will last? How do online dating algorithms work, exactly? Can game
theory help us decide who to approach in a bar? At what point in your dating life should you settle down? From evaluating
the best strategies for online dating to defining the nebulous concept of beauty, Dr. Fry proves—with great insight, wit, and
fun—that math is a surprisingly useful tool to negotiate the complicated, often baffling, sometimes infuriating, always
interesting, mysteries of love.
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Information Technology
UK schools pay 50% of the RRP! Discount automatically applied when order on your school account.Straightforward, visual
and accessible: Oxford Revise Edexcel GCSE Maths offers no-fuss Revision Guides and Workbooks. Every topic is covered on
a single page, providing a simple, pick-up-and-go solution. Perfect for GCSE Maths students everywhere.

Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Mathematics: Purposeful Practice Book - Higher
Indexes the Times and its supplements.

GCSE Mathematics Higher Tier
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Created
specifically for the Edexcel GCSE Mathematics Foundation tier specification for first teaching from 2015, this Problemsolving Book contains a variety of questions for students to develop their problem-solving and reasoning skills within the
context of the new GCSE curriculum. Suitable for all Foundation tier students, this resource will stretch the more able and
provide support to those who need it. Questions with worked solutions will help students develop the reasoning,
interpreting, estimating and communication skills required to help them effectively solve problems. Encouraging
progression by promoting higher-level thinking, our Problem-solving Books will help prepare students for further study.
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